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Abstract 

This ESG Technical Review documents hands-on validation of the Aruba ClearPass family of solutions, including ClearPass 
Device Insight and ClearPass Policy Manager. The review examines how these solutions can increase the breadth and depth 
of network visibility of connected devices, minimize the time to recognize devices, and grant the appropriate network 
access so that security policies can be applied consistently to any device. 

The Challenges 

Organizations continually face the challenge of protecting their high-value corporate assets and sensitive information. As a 
matter of fact, ESG research uncovered that 21% of organizations rated strengthening their cybersecurity tools and 
processes as their most important initiative for 2019.1 In that same study, ESG research also found that, of all cybersecurity 
areas, 31% of organizations plan to make the most significant investments in network security, 31% in technologies 
employing artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML), and 23% in security analytics, placing these responses 
among the top five (see Figure 1).2 

Figure 1. Top Ten Most Significant 2019 Cybersecurity Investments 

 
Source: Enterprise Strategy Group 

 
1 Source: ESG Master Survey Results, 2019 Technology Spending Intentions Survey, March 2019. 
2 Ibid. 
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In light of the rapid increase in the number and types of network devices that organizations must track and monitor, 
overcoming the challenge of securing their networks becomes paramount. This is becoming more prevalent as 
organizations embark on IoT initiatives, since many have little experience in managing devices such as factory controllers, 
security cameras, and medical devices. As the number of types of devices scales, organizations face the daunting task of 
identifying those device types that can access the network and apply the appropriate security policies to these devices 
consistently. Without knowing exactly what devices are attempting to connect to a network, organizations cannot secure 
what is unknown and what cannot be seen. 

At the same time, organizations must provide the correct levels of network access in order to apply effective and consistent 
security policies. Granting network access, especially in light of the growing use of IoT devices, can be difficult, as these 
types of devices do not exhibit typical behaviors compared with traditional IT devices such as servers and printers. 

To address all of these issues, an appropriate solution would enable organizations to discover, identify, and characterize 
devices by both their type and behavior (such as what applications they access or what ports to which they connect). 

Organizations also must be able to account for both traditional IT devices (smartphones, laptops, and printers), as well as 
nontraditional devices, specifically those associated with IoT initiatives. This comprehensive network visibility will 
subsequently facilitate effective network monitoring and management. 

Organizations would be best served by a solution designed to grant network access both within and across device 
categories. Ideally, they would have the ability to automate the discovery, identification, and application of network access 
and security policies to manage the potential increase in devices within an enterprise network efficiently, thus consistently 
reducing the exposure to security and compliance risk. 

The Solution: Aruba ClearPass 

Aruba’s ClearPass family of solutions is designed to help organizations improve network visibility, security, and compliance. 
By simplifying the process for identifying wired and wireless devices that attempt to connect to an enterprise network, 
organizations can easily determine the number and types of devices that exist at any given time. Once organizations have a 
comprehensive view of all network devices, they can then leverage ClearPass Policy Manager to automatically assign role-
based network access to each device, thus improving overall security and compliance. Organizations can deploy ClearPass 
either physically or virtually. 

ClearPass Device Insight enables organizations to discover, identify, and classify devices. Using network-based discovery 
methods (e.g., NMAP, SSH, DHCP, and NetFlow), ClearPass Device Insight obtains device-specific data such as manufacturer, 
MAC address, and hardware version, as well as data describing the device’s behavioral attributes (how the device operates 
in the network) by using deep packet inspection for all data in motion. These attributes include domain name lookup, 
destination IP addresses, and applications accessed. Organizations create device classifications using the device data and 
behavioral attributes collected by ClearPass Device Insight to filter and tally new devices connecting to the network. For 
unknown devices, ClearPass Device Insight uses machine learning and behavioral analysis methods to identify and classify 
them. As ClearPass Device Insight collects more data stored in a common pool, organizations can create their own 
classifications or use those created by Aruba’s Classification Database. This database creates classifications by 
crowdsourcing device data and behavioral attributes recorded at multiple customer sites. 

ClearPass Policy Manager enables organizations to leverage the data and attributes collected by ClearPass Device Insight to 
create and apply granular network access policies. Once ClearPass Device Insight identifies devices connecting to the 
network, ClearPass Policy Manager will apply network access roles and policies tailored to a device classification, accounting 
for both device type and behavior. These policies are applied in real time. 

HPE Aruba has also built up the ClearPass ecosystem so that organizations can integrate with more than 150 third-
party security and network infrastructure products to enhance access control decisions and better leverage existing 
technology investments for higher levels of security. For example, organizations can enrich user and device 
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information in existing network security tools such as next-generation firewalls or communicate with deployed third-
party endpoint security solutions to make more intelligent network access control decisions based on device security 
posture. 

Aruba’s ClearPass Policy Manager with Device Insight can help organizations simplify traditional, manual-intensive processes 
for classifying, segmenting, and securing network access for a wide variety of IoT devices. Ultimately, this combination 
allows organizations to gain comprehensive network visibility while reducing security and compliance risks. 

ESG Validated 

ESG evaluated ClearPass Device Insight and ClearPass Policy Manager via a joint remote testing session, leveraging a test 
network consisting of a large number of IoT device types. We validated how a network administrator can use the solution to 
automatically identify and classify devices via type and behavior, leverage the machine learning and behavioral analysis 
capabilities to expand an organization’s network visibility, and apply easily defined security policies to devices across and 
within categories with minimal manual intervention. 

ESG began by examining how ClearPass Device Insight enables comprehensive network visibility. We navigated to the 
Dashboard screen of ClearPass Device Insight to review all of the network devices identified to date. The Summary view 
showed both numerical and graphical summaries of all detected devices (see Figure 2). Within the numerical summary, 
devices were grouped into “Classified” and “Generic” categories. The “Classified” count included devices that had been 
identified and categorized, while the “Generic” count included devices that had not yet been assigned a device 
classification. 

To view a detailed device list within a Device Type, we could click on any device tile. We clicked on the “Windows 8/10” tile 
and observed that Device Insight recorded device-specific data (such as MAC address and MAC vendor) and device behavior 
data (such as IP address and port of router or switch to which the device connected). We noted how the Summary view 
showed the quantity and type of devices that Device Insight had discovered and classified, without having to perform an 
exhaustive inventory using multiple tools and methods. We clearly saw how this tile view can help an administrator to save 
time by quickly assessing the types of security rules and policies to be applied. 

Figure 2. Device Summary by Quantity and Device Type 

 

Next, we examined another device summary by clicking on Device from the Dashboard screen. Displayed as a mosaic 
diagram (shown in Figure 3), the Device view grouped devices by Category, Family, and Type. To drill down into specific 
details within a box, we simply clicked on it. For example, choosing the “Computer” device category revealed all device 
families (e.g., Apple Mac or Windows), while clicking on the “Apple Mac” box only displayed those defined device types. We 
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also were able to bring up a mosaic diagram that easily classified devices according to Segments, Network Devices, Wireless 
SSIDs, and Access Points, as well as to pinpoint the current network location. 

Figure 3. Summary Views Based on User-defined Device Classifications 

 

As we navigated through the various summary views, ESG saw how an administrator can quickly gain visibility into the 
devices existing on the network, negating the need for manually compiling and updating device inventories. 

Although preconfigured device classifications exist, ESG found that we also could customize Device Insight by defining new 
categories as we saw fit. To create a new device classification, we first clicked on the number of Generic devices to see the 
existing nine clusters (see Figure 4). We observed how ClearPass Device Insight created clusters based on tallied similarities 
of device-specific data, such as manufacturer or MAC address), as well as behavioral attributes. After we clicked on the 
“Cluster-11” panel to examine the data collected for this cluster, the machine learning functionality of ClearPass Device 
Insight displayed similar attributes that most likely characterized the device, such as those starred and shaded in grey in 
Figure 4. Those that were not starred represented other data collected as a possible similarity to track. 

Figure 4. Creating a New Device Classification Based on Machine Learning Data 
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Once we determined that ClearPass Device Insight collected sufficient data to create a classification, ESG clicked on Classify 
Devices and populated the “Device Category,” “Device Family,” and “Device Type” fields. After clicking on Save, the number 
of Unclassified Devices decreased by more than half, from 52 to 20. We clearly saw that an administrator can better 
understand the devices accessing the network, while reducing the manual efforts for locating and identifying similar 
devices. 

Because ClearPass Device Insight continually collects data about unknown devices connecting to the network, ESG sees how 
an administrator can improve the ability to learn about and identify them over time. Moreover, these devices are not 
necessarily sanctioned by an organization for use on its network. By leveraging ClearPass Device Insight’s machine learning 
capability, an administrator can further improve an organization’s network visibility. We could see the breadth and depth of 
network visibility that an administrator can obtain to track devices that may pose security or compliance risks, such as 
devices not sanctioned by an organization for use in its network or not upgraded to the latest software release. 

Since understanding actions is also critical to network security, ESG then proceeded to examine how ClearPass Device 
Insight monitored a device’s behavior. We double-clicked on the highlighted line item in the “Windows 8/10” list generated 
in Figure 2 and clicked on the Attributes tab (see Figure 5). We saw how the device has behaved while on the network, 
including the applications it accessed and the destination hosts with which it communicated. 

To extract a subset of the Windows 8/10 list exhibiting specific attributes, we highlighted the term “mcafee agent” on the 
“Attributes” screen and clicked the Filter button. After the “Filter” window appeared, we chose specific items within the 
displayed Attribute groups including “mcafee agent,” “facebook,” and “office365”—then clicked on Add to Filter. 

Figure 5. Filtering Device List Based on Device Behavioral Attributes 

 

ESG also noted that a network administrator will appreciate how ClearPass Device Insight can automatically locate devices 
based on specific attributes, especially for use cases such as isolating specific devices that may pose a security risk or that 
are exfiltrating data. Rather than using multiple tools and methods for tracking down devices possessing specific criteria 
(such as traditional network monitoring and mobile device management tools), an administrator can leverage the filter 
options using the attributes of a single device tracked by ClearPass Device Insight. 

Next, a list showing the Windows 8/10 devices exhibiting our chosen attributes appeared, as shown in Figure 6. ESG then 
created a tag that enabled Device Insight to track devices that share the chosen attributes from Figure 5. In the upper left-
hand corner of the list, we clicked on Filters and selected the Save as Tag from the drop-down menu. The new tag, named 
“Facebook Users” would track the devices in the filtered list according to our three chosen attributes. Using tags, we saw 
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how an administrator could leverage any groupings of attributes to track device groups over time, especially if the groups 
possess attributes that can expose networks to potential security breaches, such as using social media applications. 

Figure 6. Leveraging Device Attributes to Create Tags 

 
We then examined how tags could be used for other tasks, such as to distinguishing authorized devices from rogue or 

unauthorized devices. For example, an organization may use Apple TV devices 
to facilitate meeting presentations. Yet, they remain consumer-grade devices 
never designed for enterprise use. Some employees or visitors may bring in 
their personal Apple TV devices in order to present material in meetings, 
since they are simple to use. Using tags for this use case can help 
administrators ensure that only the corporate-sanctioned devices gain the 
proper network access. 

To verify this use case, we navigated to the screen related to a corporate 
Apple TV device and created a tag, “Corp_Apple_TV,” distinguishing 
corporate devices by where they are connecting into the network (router or 
switch IP address and port, network location). Going forward, ClearPass 
Device Insight will filter Apple TV devices possessing these location attributes 
assigned this tag. 

Prior to ClearPass Device Insight, an administrator would have limited criteria 
to identify a device, such as manufacturer name and MAC address. Other 

cases exist in which similar devices operate differently in the network; it may be necessary just to track a subset of those 
devices if their use case pose a potential security risk. An administrator can leverage Device Insight to monitor how devices 
operate over time, improving the organization’s ability to classify devices accurately and provide the proper level of network 
access, thus improving network security. 

ESG then explored how to use device tags to set up network access policies using ClearPass Policy Manager, focusing on 
network policies for IoT devices. The challenge with IoT devices is that they are designed to “expect” network access simply 
by plugging into a network port or being assigned a wireless service set identifier (SSID). It is difficult to ascertain what 
network access they should receive if there are no users connected with them, since network access policies generally 
govern user behavior. 
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With ClearPass Policy Manager, ESG saw how an administrator can leverage tags to grant the proper level of network access 
to various IoT types already identified by ClearPass Device Insight. We first navigated to the Services tab of ClearPass Policy 
Manager and double-clicked on the “IoT MAC Auth Service” line item (see Figure 7). (ClearPass Policy Manager uses the 
term “service” to denote a network access policy.) 

Figure 7. Using Tags to Assign “IoT MAC Auth Service” to Select Devices 

 

We then clicked on the “Enforcement” tab and saw how ClearPass Policy Manager leveraged tags to select devices on which 
the IoT service would be applied. Under the Conditions section, we looked at two rules within the service using the tags 
“Corp_Camera” and “Corp_Apple_TV.” According to the rule construct, if ClearPass Device Insight detected either tag as a 
camera or AppleTV device connecting to the network, ClearPass Policy Manager applied the “Corp_Sec_Camera” and “Conf 
Room Apple TV” enforcement profiles, respectively. These enforcement profiles dictated the device’s level of network 
access. We noted that the profiles will be applied in the order listed. There is also no limit to the number of conditions that 
can be created within a service. 

By employing tags, the process for creating network access rules and applying them to devices becomes much simpler. An 
administrator no longer needs to configure network access profiles to devices individually or rely solely on access control 
lists (ACLs) to allow or restrict access. The administrator also has the ability to create network access policies that are as 
broad or detailed as required, facilitated by the use of device tags. The combination of ClearPass Device Insight and Policy 
Manager automates this process, ensuring that policies are applied consistently, especially as the number of devices scales. 
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         Why This Matters  
As the number and types of devices that connect to an organization’s network have increased, organizations face the 
challenge of discovering and identifying these devices, then providing the correct levels of network access and applying 
security policies consistently. This challenge has been exacerbated as nontraditional IT devices, specifically IoT devices, 
proliferate. Moreover, granting network access to IoT devices, such as security cameras, medical equipment, and factory 
controllers can be difficult as they do not exhibit typical user behavior. What will help is a solution that provides 
comprehensive network visibility based on both device type and network behavior (such as applications accessed and 
destination IP address contacted), then leverages the device’s characteristics to apply detailed network access rules and 
policies with minimal manual administration. 

ESG validated Aruba ClearPass enables organizations to increase network visibility and decrease network security and 
compliance risk. We confirmed that ClearPass Device Insight simplifies the task of identifying and classifying devices 
based on their type and behavioral attributes. These classifications also helped to quickly summarize the number and 
types of devices in our test network. We then verified that organizations can track devices via tags that represent specific 
behavioral attributes, increasing network visibility beyond knowing the number and types of connected devices. Finally, 
ESG confirmed that ClearPass Policy Manager can leverage these tags to create and apply network access policies 
consistently within and across device classifications. 

The Bigger Truth 

The proliferation of devices in today’s enterprise network challenges any organization to maintain network security. An 
organization cannot adequately secure its network if it cannot identify all the devices within it. This challenge becomes 
increasingly harder to tackle when organizations deal with new or unknown device types, specifically those associated with 
IoT. Organizations must then apply network access policies to these devices consistently and in real time to reduce network 
security and compliance risk. 

Aruba ClearPass can help organizations increase the breadth and depth of network visibility, track device behavior over 
time, and automatically assign the appropriate network access policies based on the type and behavior of devices. Using 
proven discovery methods for collecting network-related data (such as SNMP and DHCP) and deep packet inspection, 
ClearPass Device Insight can identify and classify a myriad of device types and characterize how they behave in the network. 
Knowing the device’s behavior enables organizations to create and enforce granular network access policies, beyond 
generic policies that focus on device type. 

ESG verified how organizations can employ ClearPass Device Insight to discover devices as they connect to the network, 
using device-specific data and behavioral attributes. For devices that have not been traditionally monitored in enterprise 
networks, we observed how organizations can leverage the machine learning capabilities of ClearPass Device Insight to 
discover their presence on the network and learn how they operate over time. ESG then validated that organizations can 
use ClearPass Policy Manager to apply role-based network access policies to devices based on both device type and 
behavior. 

Organizations can leverage Aruba ClearPass to achieve comprehensive network visibility and consistent application of 
network access policies to reduce network security and compliance risks. Should you want a solution that will ultimately 
help in securing your enterprise network with minimal manual administration, ESG suggests that you take a closer look at 
Aruba ClearPass. 
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The goal of ESG Validation reports is to educate IT professionals about information technology solutions for companies of all types and sizes. ESG Validation reports are not meant to replace the 
evaluation process that should be conducted before making purchasing decisions, but rather to provide insight into these emerging technologies. Our objectives are to explore some of the more 
valuable features and functions of IT solutions, show how they can be used to solve real customer problems, and identify any areas needing improvement. The ESG Validation Team’s expert third-
party perspective is based on our own hands-on testing as well as on interviews with customers who use these products in production environments. 
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